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INTRODUCTION

distributed multimedia systems. Today, routing the voice 
over Internet enables cheaper communication services than 
those deployed over traditional circuit-switched networks. 

software available to Internet users. 

speed, broadband networks facilitate the transmission of the 
voice over the Internet and have determined the success of 

by the Internet architecture does not provide any guarantee 

a correct time consistency of the transmitted audio stream, 
these voice communication systems must be equipped with 
schemes able to deal with the unpredictability of network 
latency, delay jitter, and possible packet loss. 

BACKGROUND

Several proposals to face with the effects caused by network 
delay, delay jitter, and packet loss rate on continuous media 
stream playout have been presented in literature. For instance, 

-

have not been widely adopted as usual means to provide 

An interesting alternative that is now widely exploited in 
most existing Internet audio communication tools amounts 
to the use of adaptive playout control mechanisms. Basi-

cally, these schemes are faced with the unpredictability of 

and jitters experienced during the transmission of audio 
packets. In particular, delay jitter is smoothed away by em-
ploying a playout buffer at the receiver side and by dynami-
cally enqueuing audio packets in it. Output of received and 

so as to have a constant audio packet playout rate, hence 
absorbing negative effects introduced by the delay jitter. 
Such a buffering policy must be adaptive, since delay jitter 

dynamic playout buffers hide packet delay jitters at the cost 

Summing up, each audio packet transmitted on the 
network has an associated scheduled playout delay, being 

audio packet from the instant it is generated at the source and 
the instant it is played out at the destination. Such a playout 

amount of time that a packet spends queued in the destina-

to be late when its arrival time at the destination is after the 
expiration of its scheduled playout time.

Needless to say, while the approach of buffering audio 
packets enables delay jitter removal from audio packet 
streams and guarantees the speech intelligibility, a critical 
trade-off exists between the amount of delay that is intro-
duced in the buffer and the percentage of late packets that 

delay due to the buffering policy, the more likely a packet 
arrives before its scheduled playout time, but the higher 
the time spent by earliest packets in the buffer. Summing 
up, on one side, a too large percentage of audio packet loss 
may impair the intelligibility of an audio transmission, but, 

-
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Figure 1. Smoothing out jitter delay at the receiver

Figure 2. A small playout delay
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Figure 3. A large playout delay
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